In this research project, we measured and analyzed the spatial distribution of neutron beam Bragg diffracted from the front-and back-faces of thin Si single crystal undergoing on ultrasound excitation. For the perfect crystal, it is shown that when the acoustic wave amplitude is increased, the front-face peak position remains unchanged and its value grows linearly. The values of ultrasound wave amplitude were determined. The back-face peak becomes asymmetric and tends to disappear. New types of Pendellösung fringes in the center of the diffraction profiles were observed at the first time. It is supposed that in the perfect crystal this effect may be due to the appearance of the new "sonic" extinction length, depending on the amplitude of the ultrasonic wave. Thus, it leads to the new interference interactions between neutron wave and ultrasonic phonons. It is established that within the framework of the dynamical theory of the neutron scattering, some asymptotic models valid for the case of Laue geometry as well as Kato's quasi-classical approximation can be applied in the case of Bragg geometry also. Good agreement between experimental data and the theory has been obtained.
radiation fields in the interior of a perfect crystal were performed by Kato [1] - [3] for X-ray and later by Shull [4] [5] for diffraction of silicon and germanium single crystals with neutrons. In [4] [5] studying neutron wave front-face, back-face and end-face scattering in a thick perfect Si and Ge crystals, Bragg reflections profiles were measured by scanning with a very narrow analyzing slit across the diffracted beam. In these experiments, the sample was not moved while the slit was scanned across the outgoing beam. The spatial profiles of reflections from the front and back crystal faces were described by the dynamical theory for neutron scattering [5] - [8] . It was shown that the interior volume of the perfect crystal does not contribute to the reflections, except some additional intensity due to weak diffuse scattering. The description based on the theory of dynamical diffraction considers the wave pattern propagating in the periodic potential of an ideal lattice, and a variety of features is explained. One of the most important effects of dynamical diffraction is the strongly limited intensity diffracted by an ideal crystal in Bragg position. The interference effects from the wave fields causing the almost zero intensity diffraction disappear very quickly if the translation symmetry in a perfect crystal is violated due to any disturbance, such as static deformation strain or the ultrasonic waves. In the both cases Bragg-reflected intensity increases. For example, in [9] [10] it was shown that back-face Bragg diffraction is very sensitive to the ultrasmall static deformation strain.
The ultrasound (US) influence on the neutron and X-ray Bragg diffraction has been investigated much less than in the Laue case, probably because of its complicated theoretical description, in spite of the fact that most of the monochromators installed on the neutron and X-ray spectrometers operate in Bragg's scattering geometry.
Recently it was shown [11] that in a thick Ge single crystal undergoing US excitation the Bragg back-face peak becomes asymmetric and tends to disappear. Such a back-face scattering was observed for the first time and successfully described within frameworks of the modified dynamic theory of neutron scattering.
Present work should be considered as a continuation of Schull's experiments at a modern level (positionsensitive detectors (PSD) and no the narrow analyzing slit , more powerful neutron flux, another technique for measuring Bragg profiles, etc.). However, in contrast to the mentioned Schull's works our experiments were carried out with "good" neutrons (monochromatic) and a "spoiled" by ultrasound perfect crystal instead of Shull's "bad" neutrons (a white beam with high collimation) and perfect crystals.
The purpose of this paper is to present new experimental data of the study and the neutron interactions with acoustic waves (AW) of rather small amplitude observed using the Bragg's diffraction method from perfect thin Si single crystal. Fundamental issues such as investigation of the diffraction process itself as a simultaneous response to the ultrasonic field as well as its applications to the beam optics or materials research are also concerned. Particular attention is paid to a spatial Pendellössung of the neutron intensities observed inside Bragg profile.
Experimental Details
Neutron diffraction measurements were carried out with an HZB BENSC E6 Diffractometer [12] . It is equipped with a horizontally and vertically bent monochromator. This latter consists of 105 pyrolytic graphite crystals (20 × 20 × 2 mm 3 ) mounted on a 15 × 7 matrix leading to a relatively high flux at the sample position. In combination with a position sensitive detector and variable in-pile collimation, it is mainly used to study magnetic materials. Measurements can be carried out on both single crystals and powders. As opposed to a conventional diffractometer (small divergence, large beam cross section, flat monochromator) the focusing diffractometer uses a horizontally and vertically bent monochromator in combination with a fan collimator imitating a vertical slit with varying distance from the monochromator. By varying the horizontal bending of the monochromator and the fan opening of the in-pile collimator, a correlation between the direction of the incoming neutron and its wavelength can be achieved. Thus, the orientation of the resolution ellipsoid can be changed with respect to the scattering vector H. In the focusing configuration, the resolution ellipsoid is oriented with its long axis perpendicular to H, so the resolution parallel to H is maximized. This mode yields an increase in neutron flux at the sample position of a factor 2 maintaining the good resolution.
The scheme of experiment is shown in Figure 1 .
In our experiments a dislocation-free silicon single crystal with dimensions 14 × 4 × 0.4 cm 3 (111-reflection) was used as a sample. A monochromatic and well-collimated neutron beam with λ n = 0.243 nm and a cross section of 1 × 10 mm 2 was directed to the sample. The samples quality was checked preliminary with DC X-ray diffractometer and the FWHM of the rocking curve was 3.1 arc.sec , close to the theoretical expectation. Different to the experiments mentioned above an analyzing slit was not used. Instead, the spatial distribution of the reflected neutron beam was measured with a position sensitive detector. After finding the optimal relation Θ B -2Θ B , where Θ B is Bragg's angle the sample remained unmoved and the distribution of the reflected intensity was measured rotating PSD with an angular step of 0.1 degree. This procedure in general is similar to the scanning by slit method, however, allows a much faster data acquisition. Transverse acoustic waves excitation was realized using LiNbO 3 piezo transducer with the frequency ν s = 42.3 MHz. The AW propagated perpendicular to the scattering vector (k s ⊥ H). In all cases the amplitude w of the polarized AW was parallel to the vector H. Piezo transducer was glued to the sample by salol.
Besides of direct measuring the diffraction intensity
where V g is the rf generators voltage the actual diffraction profile can be obtained also in the form of relative intensity changes η:
I s and I 0 are diffraction intensity when ultrasound is switched on and off, accordingly for each profile point x, i.e. throughout the whole angular range ( ) 
T is the sample thickness.
Main Results and Discussion
It was shown recently [11] that for thick crystal at the same time with the main Bragg's peak increasing, acoustic wave amplitude growing, and the back-face peak become asymmetric and tend to disappearance as the peak.
The common situation becomes more complicated for the thin crystal if we analyze the effect of ultrasound on the spatial diffraction intensity distribution between the FFS and the BFS reflection peaks shown on the Figure  2(a), Figure 2(b) .
Thus, total diffraction intensity I s for FFS grows with the increasing of AW amplitude w(V g ) but its position in 2Θ-space remains essentially unchanged and independent of V g value. At the same time, BFS peak shifts to the profile middle. This result coincides with those obtained previously in [11] for thick Ge single crystal. But Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b) demonstrate not only a smooth intensity growth of the FFS peak and BFS peak shift to the profile centre, but also the presence of spatial intensities oscillations in the crystal inside and common broadening of intensity spatial profiles with V g increasing.
Interference nature of the interaction between the reflected neutron-beam and the acoustic waves is becoming more evident from Figures 3(a)-(d) .
From Figure 3(a), Figure 3 (b) it is evident that FFS peak at 2Θ B = 46.29 deg. has invariable position for all V g . With US wave amplitude increasing, the relative gain η varies linearly (with accuracy up to 1%) as well as the total intensity is. This fact will be used below for calibration the voltage on the piezo transducer V g in units of the AW amplitude w.
If absorption does not occur (as it is for Si crystal), the diffracted beam intensity I s in the approximation of an incident spherical monochromatic wave at US switched on is [ 
where c is normalization constant, supposing HW = cV g . Expressions (7, 8) describe very well experimental data. From (8) and Figure 3 (c) it follows that AW amplitude w = 0.042 nm/1V. Depending on the AW frequency, a distinction can be made between two different physical mechanisms of US influence on neutron and X-ray diffraction. At AW frequency ν s < ν res where ν res is the frequency at neutron-(X-ray-) acoustic resonance condition (see below), the dispersion surface (DS) varies insignificantly and the problem is solved in terms of the usual perturbation theory [15] [16] . The eigen function corrections are of the order of Hw and additions to the scattering intensity are of the order of (Hw) 2 . Hence, at sound frequencies ν s < ν res there takes place nearly complete "pumping" of the elastic component of scattering intensities into inelastic one. The Mossbauer diffraction spectra obtained on single Si crystal confirm the theoretical results [17] .
Effect of ultrasound on the DS in a perfect crystal in the Bragg geometry is schematically shown in Figure 4 . The US phonon's absorption (emission) by neutron mixes Bloch states and displaces the DS of the neutron quasi-pulse δq:
where θ B and v n are the Bragg angle and the neutron velocity, respectively. Since the second term in (9) is much lower than the first one, expression (9) is valid for AW frequencies used in our experiments. A condition of the neutron-acoustic resonance, i.e. when sheets of the dispersion surface touch one another mutually, and 0 q K δ = ∆ , resonance frequency is defined by the expression (10) . The condition for neutron-acoustic resonance frequency follows from (9) and νres is:
τ is the extinction length. Expressions (9,10) are valid if H ⊥ k s , and this corresponds to the conditions of transversal AW in our experiments. The expressions (10) differ from those for the case of X-ray acoustic resonance [18] because the neutrons with a wavelength 0.243 nm have the speed comparable with the speed of ultrasound phonons and between them there is an exchange of energy [14] . Since US effectively changes the initial dispersion surface due to the creation of new energy gap δq on the dispersion surface ( ) [19] and hence the new "sound" extinction length (11) also appears:
τ is the extinction length for non-excited crystal. Thus, US increase the depth of neutron penetration in the crystal interior without significant attenuation of the incident beam intensity in the all Hw range.
Note that the result similar to given by (10,11) can be obtained using the Kato quasi-classical approximation [2] [7] [8] . To this a simple procedure leads-that of replacing (in terms of the original theory) the initial extinction length τ 0 with "sonic" τ s . Indeed, according to this theory the distribution of the diffracted-beam intensity at front-face scattering in the approximation of an incident spherical monochromatic wave is:
where A and p are defined above and by making use of the asymptotic expansion of Bessel function for 0 p → we have
where f is numerical constant. Expression (13), up to numerical factors, coincides with expression (7)-that is, correctly describes the linear growth of FFS peak with increasing US wave amplitude. However, the absence of an exact theory does not allow for quantitative description of the features shown in Figure 3 (c) and Figure 3(d) , Figure 4 . Schematic sketch of the dispersion surfaces for Bragg's geometry in the presence of US excitation; n is the normal to the surface, k s is AW wave number, δq is neutron quasi-pulse, ΔK 0 is the gap between the sheets of dispersion surface when US is switched off. The case of transverse AW.
the appearance of two peaks of η (Figure 3(c) ) and its oscillatory dependence on 2Θ B and V g (Figure 3(d) ). Moreover, the shift of BFS peak towards the center of the profile cannot be explained satisfactorily. The Kato quasi-classical approximation based on the fact that the effect of total reflection is due to the wave field in a crystal undergoes an exponential decrease, which leads to a conversion of the incident wave into diffracted one. This occurs at a depth of about extinction length τ. However, this theory cannot be used in the case of violation of the translational symmetry caused by ultrasonic disturbance of the crystal lattice. Therefore, in principle, description of the changes in FFS extinction peak intensity is not applicable with this approximation without some modifications of diffraction profile under the US influence.
In the framework of dynamical theory, one may explain the diffraction profile broadening by the creation of ultrasound induced satellites, which are very close spaced and unresolved The sharp increase in the relative intensity at the centre of profile (2Θ B = 46.09 deg.) and near the BFS peak (2Θ B = 45.4 deg.) (Figure 3(c) ) may be connected with the radiation channeling effect under the US influence [20] or with multifold neutron scattering. However, these assumptions do not explain the Pendellösung pattern.
Expressions (3)- (6) are valid in the case of symmetric Laue's diffraction and qualitatively give correct description of the results obtained, but a quantitative comparison of the experimental data with the theory is unsatisfactory. This is not surprising, since the diffraction experiment was carried out for Bragg's case. For example, the experimental results are better approximated by function 2J 1 (2Θ B , Hw) rather than by the zero-order Bessel function.
The oscillatory dependence shown in Figure 3 (c), Figure 3 (d) can be explained by the interaction of transmitted and reflected neutron waves at new extinction length τs and could be successfully described with the new theory of the spatial distribution of a spherical neutron wave propagating through a crystal that has been excited by US.
Conclusion and Summary
Because the back-face scattering, spatial diffraction profiles I 0 = f(2Θ B ) without US have a usual two-peak shape but it differs from the case of the thick crystal. Ultrasonic waves create well-known disturbance of the dispersion surface owing to which the intensities of front-face peaks increase linearly due to the appearance of additional contribution to Bragg's reflections from the satellites, but with increasing amplitude of the US wave, position of the extinction peak (FFS) in the 2Θ B -space remains unchanged. This fact allowed us to estimate the AW amplitude using expressions (7, 8) for the spatial profiles of diffracted neutron beams.
The spatial distribution of the diffracted beam at "no sound" and linear growth of the FFS extinction peak intensity when sound is switched on can be described also in terms of the quasi-classical Kato's approximation, introducing a new extinction length whose value depends on the AW amplitude. This result-up to a numerical factor-coincides with that obtained using expressions (8) (9) (10) (11) , taking into account the inelastic scattering of neutrons. However, when US is switched on, the neutron scattering inside a crystal has more complicated behavior and cannot be satisfactorily explained only by the appearance of a new "sonic" extinction length [21] . Pendellösung fringes appear, clearly manifested at measuring the relative changes in the diffraction intensity at each point of profile η = f(2Θ B ). New interference fringes are observed near the FFS and BFS peaks, the intensity of which increases with increasing AW amplitude. They are well described by Bessel's function of the first order (Figure 3(c), Figure 3(d) ).
Note that detailed measurements of diffraction profiles under US excitation have not been taken even in perfect crystals, and definitely not in strained ones. Thus, our results could be considered as useful for theoreticians in creating the exact theory of Bragg scattering of neutrons under the ultrasound.
The data obtained may also be used, in principle, in the devices governed by ultrasound for the neutron beam monochromatisation (see, e.g. [22] ).
